LIST OF DENOMINATIONAL AND OTHER SPECIAL
TERMS USED IN CONNEXION WITH
MUGHAL NUMISMATICS
Aban, see Months.
Amardad, see Months.
Ardibihisht, see Months.
Azar, see Months.
Bahman, see Months.
Bait = couplet. Persian couplets are employed by nearly all the Mughal emperors on their coins. Of. List of Persian Couplets.
Bam. A large thick copper coin first employed by Sher Shah Sur, and continued by Akbar, Jahangir, and in some instances by-later emperors, cf. KB. XXVIII, § 175, esp. Note on p. 65. The A'm-i AKbari gives the weight of the dam as 1 tolah 8 raashas 7 ratis, and this, taking the masha = 15-5 grains, gives the standard weight as 323*5 grains. The same work gives the ratio of 40 dams = 1 rupee. Mr. S. H. Hodivala in the article quoted above has shown that during the early years of Aurangzeb's reign, owing to a rise in the price of copper, the weight of the dam was reduced to 14 mashas = 217 grains in certain mints, but this reduction was not uniformally observed. The name ' dam * occurs only once on a Mughal coin, Akbar's nlni dam of Srlnagar. Cf. P.M.C., No. 706.
Damra. Occurs only on certain mintless copper coins of Akbar of the regnal year 33 = ^ clam : so it is equal to the ' Paulah' of Abu-1-Fazl.
Damri = -|th dam. So given by Abu-1-Fazl, and the name occurs on mintless coins of that value of the 33rd year.
Darb = half a jalala (q.v.). The term occurs on some Sitpur Ilahl rupees of Akbar; its meaning there is obscure.
Di.    See Months.
Dinar. (Derived from denarius aureus.) The general term for the gold coins of Arabian and Muhainmadan Asiatic currencies : weight 67 grains. The term ' dinar-i jalali' occurs on a gold coin of Agra of Akbar's 50th year. Cf. Couplet No. 2 in List of Couplets.
Dirham.. (From Greek drachma.) The.thin silver pieces of the Arabian and Central Asian Muhammadan dynasties: this standard was employed by Babur, Humayun, and very rarely by Akbar in his earliest years. % Weight of dirham 47 grains.
Dirham Sharci. In the light of Mr. S. H. Hodivala's article in the N. S. XXY1IE, § 171, p. 45, Mr. Whitehead's explanation of this coin in P. M. C. Appendix C, p. 437, must, I think, now be rejected. Mr, Hodivala

